Real-world, hands-on skills are the most prominent and essential part of career development within CTAE courses. They take skills necessary for future careers, and build lessons off of those skills to ensure that students are the most prepared for their future careers.”

- KIRK BEACHAM, STUDENT

CTAE Classes prepares students for success by teaching them hands-on experience, employability skills, but most of all teaches them how to be successful in the game of life.”

- KEDRIONE HARRIS, EDUCATOR

CTAE is a powerful approach to allowing students to discover their interests and passions and then choose an educational pathway in secondary education that will lead them to success in high school, college, and career.”

- VALERY LOWE, EDUCATOR

Through intracurricular CTSO’s, hands-on project-based instruction, and internship opportunities, CTAE courses prepare students to become the leaders of tomorrow who will build an innovative, ethical and prosperous future for our community and state.”

- CAITLIN MITCHELL, EDUCATOR

CTAE does a fantastic job of adapting basic concepts and shows the "application." Students are always thinking "why" do I need to learn this? Why is this important. CTAE answers the questions for the learner.

- DR. DEBBIE PHILLIPS, CPM

Make it a priority to teach students skills that make them employable. How can you help champion this in your school?

ccae.gadoe.org  facebook.com/GeorgiaCareerTech  twitter.com/georgiactae